Multidisciplinary Design and Optimisation (MDO) is acknowledged as the design methodology with the largest potential for helping aircraft industry pushing further the limits of current design. Nevertheless, large part of this potential is at date still unexploited. The difficulties associated with the management of the design process across distributed teams of specialists and the use High Fidelity analysis tools early in the design process have been indicated by the MDO community as two of the most relevant points of attention. The designer' wish of evaluating many design configurations, including creative and innovative design solutions have been always frustrated by the huge amount of work required to set up the dedicated models required by the various analysis tools, such as FE and CFD. The lack of flexibility and robustness typical of current CAD systems and analysis tools has been the main obstacle to the full automation of the design verification process. In this paper, the use of Knowledge Based Engineering is proposed as an innovative approach to support designers both during the creative part of the design process and the design verification phase using High fidelity analysis tools. The development of a modular computational design framework, addressed as Design and Engineering Engine, is introduced here. In particular, the functionalities of the aircraft parametric modeling module (the Multi Model Generator) are discussed in this paper and it is shown how the implemented approach makes possible to automate the generation of suitable models for FE analysis.
I. Towards the Exploitation of MDO Methodology in Aircraft Design. Addressing the Current Barriers
Although MDO is recognized to be the one of the most promising methodologies in the field of aircraft design (and complex products design more in general), a number of technical and non technical barriers are constraining its transition from a big potential to a consolidated and routinely exploited methodology. In agreement with a large part of the MDO community 1, 2, 3, 4 , the authors believe that an effective MDO system must be able to capture the collaborative paradigm of design. Discipline specialists and relative design and analysis tools must be drawn together into a coherent system built up of components actually distributed across transnational or even transcontinental teams. Besides, such a system should be able to account for the level of flexibility required by the design process. It must be possible to plug and unplug with relative agility various combinations of disciplines and relative tools, as they are required by the specific design case and by the specific stage of the design process.
There are two fundamental steps we like to address here, that are strongly towards the progress of MDO, namely the development of advanced generative modeling systems to facilitate the interchangeable use of low and high fidelity tools and the capability to increase dramatically the level of automation in design. For what concerns the modeling capability, it must be realized that, as soon as the design process advances, an increasing number of disciplines get involved in the analysis and verification of the aircraft characteristics. Simple models generated during the conceptual phase of the design result inadequate soon and new, more refined, input models must be generated, often from scratch, to feed the increasing number of analysis tools. This heterogeneous set of dedicated models is typically generated by an equally wide range of discipline experts and tools operators, by means of various non-communicating preprocessing tools. How to guarantee models synchronization and consistency, as well as the capability to interface with both legacy and in-house developed analysis tools is definitely an open issue. For what concerns the actual level of automation in design, despite the claims of many software tools retailers, the generation of dedicated input models for many anlaysis tools, particularly for sophisticated high fidelity tools, takes up an excessive part of the design cycle time. If we consider, for example, the amount of manual labour (often tedious and repetitive) still required to build and adjust a FE mesh or a CFD grid, we realize the strong imbalance with the time actually spent for creative design, analysis of results and smart engineering work in general. Apart from a significant source of frustration for the people involved (definitely a critical non-technical barrier 5 ), this represents a tremendous bottleneck for the whole design process; eventually a showstopper for a design methodology based on iterations such as MDO. As matter of fact, in the current MDO practice, low fidelity analysis tools still rule the game, despite their accuracy and, moreover, their incapacity to support the design of novel aircraft configurations, for which semi empirical or statistics based approaches cannot work 6 . Process automation is the way to go in order to relieve the operators from the continuous interaction with their software tools and support an early use of high fidelity analysis tools in the design process. A higher level of automation, however, demands a higher level of tools robustness. At date, automation capabilities and robustness both represent great limitations towards a more proficient use of highfidelity analysis tools in MDO.
II. The Paradigm of the Design and Engineering Engine
Since few years, the Design of Aircraft and Rotorcraft group of the University of Technology in Delft has started the development of a distributed design system called Design and Engineering Engine (DEE). As illustrated in Figure 1 , the DEE consists of a multi-disciplinary collection of design and analysis tools, able to automatically interface and exchange data and information. The purpose of the DEE is to support and accelerate the design, analysis and optimisation process of complex products like aircraft, through the automation of noncreative and repetitive design activities 7, 8, 9 . The following main components constitute the DEE architecture:
• The Multi-Model Generator (MMG), which is a truly Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) application, developed with the twofold intent of providing designers with a parametric modeling environment to generate model of conventional and novel aircraft configurations and feeding the suite of analysis toolboxes for the verification of the generated design. The MMG structure and functionality will be discussed more in detail in this paper.
• The Initiator, which is actually a set of sizing tools, able to provide an initial set of values for the MMG parameters. In fact, the MMG offers the possibility to instantiate an aircraft model based on a given set of parameters values, but does not have any knowledge to select/calculate those values autonomously. Various parameters initiating tools have been (and still are being) developed, e.g. to size the fuselage given the payload requirements, or to size the trapezoidal wing planform based on mission requirements. Scope of the Initiator is also to provide a rough estimation of mass and stiffness distribution in the aircraft structure, based on a preliminary estimation 10 of the aerodynamic loads. Eventually, the scope of the Initiator is to provide a feasible initial solution, to facilitate the multidisciplinary optimisation process (see the "Feasilization" process in [11] )
• A suite of analysis tools (the discipline silos), which might be low and high fidelity analysis tools (such as, for example, panel codes or CFD), either in-house developed or Commercial of the Shelf (COTS) tools. The set of analysis tools of course varies according to the design case at hand.
• The Converger&Evaluator box, whose tasks are checking if the various analysis tools have reached convergence (independently from the level of discretization used, for example, to generate the FE model,) and if the performance/characteristics of the evaluated design have met the objectives set by the designer.
• The communication framework, represented in figure 1 by the set of connectors linking the various DEE components, which takes care of the data and information flow between the various design and analysis tools and manages the overall design process sequence. An agent-based architecture has been implemented for the scope, as described in [12] .
In order to participate to the DEE structure, each of the software components addressed above must be able to operate autonomously. Each tool must encapsulate its internal methods while exposing an adequate input/output interface. Eventually each tool must be able to run in batch mode (i.e. must provide remote accessibility and allow hands-off operation). These characteristics are all essential to the implementation of the DEE modular architecture.
Modularity is the pathway to flexibility. A design team should be facilitated in adapting and reconfiguring the design framework according to the diversity of the various design cases; in incorporating new design and analysis capabilities; in maintaining the system and keeping up to date. The modular structure of DEE offers these opportunities, whilst a tightly integrated design system would have not been able to offer such flexibility. However, modularity comes along with the overhead of building proper interfaces and, possibly, with some detrimental effect on data exchange speed. In the end, it still represents a better investment in terms of expandability, upgradeability and exploitability in a distributed design environment 6 .
In the coming sections, role, structure and functionality of the KBE Multi-Model Generator are discussed more in detail. In particular, the capability of the MMG to instantiate models of aircraft (or isolated aircraft components such as wings or control surfaces) and generate dedicated models to support automated FE structural analysis will be addressed.
III.
Structure and Functionality of the MultiModel Generator. Highlevel Primitives and Capability Modules
The structure of the MMG, as shown in figure 1 (top-right), has two main functional blocks, namely the product model and the report writers. The product model represents the actual geometry modeling tool, which offers the designer the possibility to create instantiations of the aircraft concepts he/she has in mind. On this purpose, the MMG provides designers with a suite of parametrical blocks, so called High Level Primitives (HLPs), which can be easily shaped and assembled to build up a large number of aircraft configurations and variants. Examples of these primitives are the wing-trunk, the fuselage-trunk, the engine part and the connection element, as shown in figure 2. Each primitive is actually defined in the KBE environment as a class 13, 14 . The designers, via an editable input file (the MMG input file), can assign different values to the given class attributes and call for multiple aircraft instantiations, such that either conventional or novel aircraft configurations can be generated and then stretched/morphed into a infinite number of variants. As example, a part of the parameters/attributes set used to define the wing-trunk HLP is shown in fig.2 -left.
The HLP building-up approach offers a more effective way to follow the way a designer looks at an aircraft during the conceptual development phase, than the approach offered by a conventional CAD system ( fig. 3 ). A designer "sees" the aircraft as an assembly of basic solutions to fulfill functionalities such as generating lift and storing payload. Indeed the designer does not see an aircraft as an assembly of curves, surfaces and points.
Knowledge Based Engineering, with its peculiar capability to merge CAD and object oriented programming 8, 15 , has provided all the necessary ingredients to concretize the concept of HLPs into a working software application. The programming approach is what actually turns the High Level Primitives into smart entities, hence able to contain knowledge and re-use it systematically. For example, the HLPs "know" how to create/modify their shape based on a set of input parameters; they know how to connect to each other Furthermore, KBE offers the possibility to record inside the HLPs the knowledge to use the necessary workarounds that are needed to avoid and/or correct some of the typical geometry manipulation errors (e.g. missed or failed surfaces intersection operations), caused by CAD engine embedded in the KBE system.
Even more relevant is the capability provided by the KBE approach to record the knowledge required to process the geometry of the HLPs and generate dedicated input models (reports, as addressed in the specific KBE system) for the various analysis tools operating in the DEE, such as CFD and FEM tools. This reports writing capability actually represents a fundamental functionality of the MMG and it is of paramount importance for supporting distributed multidisciplinary design.
Indeed, each one of the various discipline specialists involved in the design of an aircraft has a different and specific view of the aircraft under consideration. This view consists of just and only those features that are relevant to his/her disciplinary domain and analysis tools, while all the rest is filtered out. For example, an aerodynamicist is not interested in the definition of the internal structure elements of the aircraft, neither in the positioning of the internal aircraft systems. On the other hand, a structure specialist does not care about specific aerodynamic features. Besides, a structure specialist involved in the conceptual phase of the structure design is not even interested, for example, in the shape of the stringers flanges or in the positioning of the rivet holes, while a structure specialist involved in the detailed design of a wing panel is definitely interested also in that.
Eventually, models must be generated to satisfy the specific needs of all the specialists involved in the various design. As matter of fact, this is one the most critical bottleneck in the traditional design process: many specialized models need to be generated forcing designers and discipline specialists to go through lengthy and repetitive geometry preprocessing activities; typically frustrating and prone to errors.
In general, all these models are generated by different actors, using different software tools; hence they result difficult to be maintained coherent. Figure 4 shows how the problem of generating coherent models for multidisciplinary analysis has been tackled with the introduction of the MMG: a set of report writers has been developed to extract and export from the unique definition of the aircraft product model (built up of various HLPs instances) data and information (both geometry related and non) specifically preprocessed for the various disciplinary analysis tools 16 . The process knowledge 17 required to transform the aircraft geometry, for example, into clouds of points for aerodynamic analysis and sets of meshable surfaces for FE analysis (as represented in Figure 4 Whereas the HLPs provide mainly a service to the designer, the CMs provide their service to the specialists involved in the design verification process, offering them the opportunity to exploit at best their skills and their tools. Indeed, the various discipline specialists should be allowed to bring in the design process their own analysis tools. In addition they should be supported in using their tools in the most efficient way, relieving them as far as possible from all the lengthy and tedious pre (and post) processing operations.
In order to offer the reader a deeper insight into the working mechanism of HLPs and CMs and demonstrate the capabilities of the DEE, the next two sections will specifically address the modelling process of a generic wing structure and the definition of a Capability Module to support the automatic generation of FE models. The link between the MMG and the PATRAN/NASTRAN FE analysis environment will be illustrated, showing how the KBE approach can support the automation of the whole process, from the configuration of the aircraft structure to the launch of the FEM solver.
IV. Parametric Definition of a Generic Wing Structure Configuration
As documented in the class diagram of figure 5 , each HLP is actually composed of two main components, one responsible for the generation of the outer surface and the other for the internal structure. Though a separated module, the inner structure of the HLPs is defined associatively to the outer surface, i.e., when the external shape of wing or fuselage is modified, for example, by the implementation of different airfoils or fuselage sections, the shape of the various structural elements automatically adapts.
Using the structural design capabilities developed so far, designers can define any number of rib, spars, stringers, frames and floors elements and affect position and orientation of each one individually. Number, position and orientation of each element are assigned using lists of parameters published in the MMG input file. figure 6 few examples of these parameters, relative to the definition of the ribs and riblets of a generic wing element. Different approaches can be used for positioning and orienting any given structural element using as reference any other structural elements, or some other main reference vectors (e.g. Flight direction vector). In the example below, Rib X is positioned on a plane that intersects Spar 1 at 50% of the spar length and is oriented at 90 degrees with respect to the direction of Spar 2. Rib Y is positioned on a plane that passes through the root of Spar 2 (0% of Spar 2 length) and is oriented at 90 degrees with respect to the same Spar 2. Ribs and LE/TE ribs (riblets) can be generated independently one from the other. Partial ribs and partial spars can be defined as well.
In addition, the user can define so-called "virtual" ribs and spars, which are not real structural elements, but special support entities that can be used as reference for other real elements. An important point is that, although a virtual spar or rib does not appear in the model, it actually affects the model for what concerns the segmentation of the surfaces, as it is discussed in next section. In the example below it shown how it is possible to define also partial real element: see the partial real spar, which starts at the root section of the wing element and runs out (becomes virtual) at the 4 th rib.
V. Knowledge-based surfaces segmentation to support FE analysis automation
In order to set up a FE model, starting from the untrimmed geometry, as produced by the design department, the stress specialist will have to perform quite a lot of manual work before the model geometry is ready for meshing. In particular, the stress specialist has to cut the surfaces of all the model components (e.g., the skins, the spars, the ribs and riblets in case of a wing model) along their intersections in order to produce sets of meshable surfaces. I.e., surface segments that have no more than four edges, each edge matching with one and only one edge of the adjacent surface segments. Figure 7 from [18] shows two examples of a model that has been properly segmented and another that has problems. This so-called surface segmentation process is well known to be time expensive and often not trivial. Besides, every time a change occurs in the model topology, the segmentation process has to be performed again. Unfortunately, until all the model surfaces are not properly segmented, the automatic meshing functionalities provided by most of the FE preprocessors cannot be used. Nevertheless, the segmentation process features some of favourable characteristics that make it a good candidate for a KBE application: lengthy, repetitive and plenty of geometry manipulations based on logic mechanisms. Indeed, the FE specialist applies a set of mental rules and best practices when manually performing the segmentation process. By means of knowledge acquisition techniques 19 , a large extent of these rules and best practices have been elicited from FE experts and then captured inside the surfaceSplitter Capability Module. Given a generic aircraft model built with a number of HLPs instantiations ( figure 8, left) , the surfaceSplitter is able to process one by one ( figure 8, middle) all the various HLP instantiations, whatever is their specific topology, and finally deliver a set of surfaces suitable to be meshed ( figure 8, right) . Figure 9 shows the use case elaborated during the development of the surfaceSplitter module. Such diagram illustrates what the CM is supposed to do (N.B. it does not show the technical implementation of the segmentation process 20 ), including a number of constraints/indications provided by FE specialists. Those indications (see the text in curly brackets in figure 9) are extremely valuable information, because they reflect the mental scheme used by the FE specialists when performing the segmentation process by hand. However, indications such as "limit the number of extra generated surfaces", or "create triangles with the less sharp angles possible", are quite fuzzy. Knowledge acquisition techniques have been used in order to transform those indications into explicit rules, which are suitable for a software application (the example of a chunk of process knowledge that has been formalized and documented by means a UML process diagram is presented in figure  11 of next section). fig. 9 , that the use case for a system able to solve the segmentation problems automatically, include also the use case, where the designer is allowed to use "virtual elements" to fix the model segmentation by hand. The latter is a relevant use case, because the designer must always have the opportunity to control and affect the segmentation process.
In order to show how the developed surfaceSplitter Capability Module actually works, an example of the surface segmentation process as applied to a generic wing-like element is described in the next subsection.
A. Example of automated surface segmentation. The surfaceSplitter Capability Module in action.
In figure 10 , a generic instantiation of a wing-trunk HLP is shown. It might belong either to a wing (as previously shown in figure 8 ), or to a vertical tail, or even to a control surface, such as a rudder or an elevator. This is actually not relevant because the surfaceSplitter CM operates on the surfaces generated by the HLP class, whatever is its specific instantiation.
In the case under consideration, there are four spar elements, all located in the wing-box area, and a number of ribs and riblets collocated in the wing-box and in the leading (LE) and trailing (TE) edge areas. Note that some of these rib elements start or end in correspondence of either a spar or the LE/TE line, whilst other start or end in correspondence of the root or tip section of the given wing element. The latter are likely to create troubles during the segmentation process.
Given the structure topology, the first operation performed by surfaceSplitter is to intersect the wing trunk skins with all the spars and all the ribs. Similarly, it intersects each rib with all the other ribs and spars; all the spars with all the other spars and ribs (of course, some of these intersection operation do not produce any result). The result is a number of spar, rib and skin surface segments, which are then examined to find eventual nonmeshable surfaces. As shown in fig. 10 top-left, five skin elements with more than five edges are detected by the CM. As anticipated, they are caused by the peculiar positioning and orientation of some ribs and riblets that either start or end at the root and tip section of the wing trunk.
As a FE specialist would do, surfaceSplitter finds out that, within the skin panel delimited by the first and second spar, it is possible to fix at least one non-meshable surface by forcing the generation of and extra cutting element. In this case, a virtual spar is generated as shown in fig. 10 , Up-right. The position of this extra cutting element is automatically defined by the point where two ribs intersect the root and tip section of the wing trunk. The role of these virtual elements, as anticipated in section IV, becomes now clear: the virtual spar will not appear in the wing model as an actual spar, but it will affect the segmentation. To be noted that the MMG user can switch off the automatic generation of these extra cutting elements, if he/she wants to have total control on the segmentation process. In this case, he/she must define the necessary extra cutting elements "manually", using the MMG input file.
The favorable conditions for generating an extra cutting element do not occur for the other four nonmeshable surfaces. In fact, within the skin surfaces delimited by contiguous spars there is only one rib that intersects either the root or the tip section of the wing trunk. Hence, it would not be possible to generate an extra cutting surface, without affecting the segmentation situation of eventual wing trunks adjacent to the one under consideration (as it would be the case for the wing trunk highlighted in fig 8, where the wing is built using more wing trunks). Hence, exactly as a stress specialist would do, surfaceSplitter checks the specific case and generates an extra cutting element only if it is not going to perturb the segmentation situation at the root and/or tip. In the case of fig.10 , mid-left, surfaceSplitter realizes that it is allowed to perturb the segmentation situation at the tip (i.e. the wing trunk under consideration does not have "neighbors" at the tip). Hence, points are automatically generated on the "free" edge and used to generate some extra cutting-elements. Eventually, in the case of fig. 10 mid-left other two non-meshable surfaces get fixed. In case surfaceSplitter realizes that it is possible to generate support points also at the wing-trunk root, then some extra cutting elements can be generated to fix all the non-meshable surfaces ( fig. 10, bottom-left) .
In case the MMG user has switched off the extra cutting element generation, or the trunk under consideration borders on other two wing-trunk instantiations at root and tip, then a different segmentation approach is required. One possibility would require propagating the extra cutting elements outside the given wing-trunk, hence increasing the complexity of the whole model as well as the final number of surfaces to mesh; as shown in the use case constrain of fig. 9 , this is not a good option.
The other possibility, as shown in fig. 10 mid-right, consists of cutting individually each one of the nonmeshable surfaces in two segments, by using a cutting line passing through two non-contiguous vertices of the given non-meshable surface. As a FE expert would do, surfaceSplitter leaves this possibility at the end, because such procedure is likely to generate triangular surfaces, which are not "as good as" quadrangles. There are more possibilities to split a pentagonal or hexagonal surface (surface with more edges are not likely to occur) in two meshable surfaces. As a FE expert would do, SurfaceSplitter tries to generate the best combination of surface segments, i.e. with the least sharp internal angles, to prevent the generation of "unhealthy" finite elements with too high aspect ratio. The detailed process to cut those surface segments in two has been formalized in the UML activity diagram of fig. 11 . This diagram gives the idea of the level of knowledge formalization required to build a KBE application.
As last situation, in case for some reason (including some untrapped error of the CAD engine while performing geometry manipulations) a non-meshable surface cannot be solved, the MMG will automatically Figure 11 : activity diagram for the surface extra-cutting process apply a special "non-meshable" tag on it and will highlight it in red in the MMG graphical browser.
VI. Knowledge based generation of FE model
The automatic surfaces segmentation process described above is just one part of the actual process for automating the generation of FE models. In this section, the approach to realize the seamless link between the MMG and the PATRAN/NASTRAN FE environment is described (for more technical details, refer to [15] ).
Every time a surface segment is generated, the MMG attach on it a special identification tags to report its membership (i.e. the HLP instance, or the kind of structural element the given segment belongs to). In order to collect all the surface segments necessary to build up the FE model, a searching routine scans the whole MMG product model and collects the various surface segments in groups, according to their identification tags. Finally, these groups of surface segments are exported into the FE environment, by using sets of IGES files (see figure 12 ).
Since the IGES format can transfer only geometry information, a complementary link is activated to export also the other (non-geometric) relevant information, which is required to automate the FE model set-up. For this purpose, a set of tables (indicated in figure 12 as FEM-tables) is automatically generated by the MMG: one table for each surface segment that is exported via IGES. The FEM-tables report information such as thickness, material, membership identification, eventual 'meshability', list of non-structural mass items to be attached, number of edges, Cartesian coordinates of the corner nodes, and others attributes of the given surface segment.
A smart PATRAN session file has been programmed making use of the PATRAN Command Language (PCL) and a Python application to workaround the low data handling capability of PCL 15 . The role of the session file is to open automatically a PATRAN database and import all the surfaces segments delivered via IGES files. Then the Python application starts reading the content of the FEMtables. In particular, the Cartesian coordinates of each surface segments are compared with the Cartesian coordinates of the surfaces imported in the PATRAN database and, as soon as a match is found, all the information stored in the given FEM-table is automatically mapped on the corresponding representation of the surface segment in PATRAN. As matter of fact, the coordinates of the corner points represent the bi-univocal link between each surface segment generated by the MMG and its After the information transfer from the MMG to the FEA environment has occurred, then the session file proceeds with the set-up of the FE Model. Materials properties are assigned, non-structural masses are positioned and attached to the given surface segments, boundary conditions are applied, mesh is generated and finally the analysis and/or optimisation is performed using one of the supported solvers (e.g. NASTRAN, ABAQUS).
The PCL/Python programmed session file represents by itself a sort of KBE application, though not developed with what can be considered a traditional KBE system: Python provides the reasoning mechanism and the object-oriented features, PATRAN/NASTRAN the functional engine.
The implemented methodology to link the MMG with the FEM modeling environment generates a powerful and seamless modeling and analysis system, which allows the designer to evaluate many different design configurations, without worrying about the overhead of generating a new FEM model each time a variation is enforced in the shape or topology of the aircraft configuration.
VII. Conclusions
Though MDO is recognized to be one of the most promising design methodologies in the field of aircraft design, several issues are still preventing its full exploitation. In particular, some enabling steps are required to make MDO usable in large distributed design environments. The development of adequate generative modeling systems that are able to hook up to heterogeneous sets of analysis tools (high and low fidelity, in house developed and legacy codes) and the automation of the manual work that typically hampers the analysis process deserve both major attention and investments for research.
The DEE concept in development at Delft University addresses both these issues. The DEE is a modular, loosely integrated design system, which is easy to adjust and reconfigure to the design case at hand. KBE is the key technology at the base of the DEE development. In the current design approach, too much time is wasted in lengthy and repetitive activities; not enough time remains available for investigating more product configurations and exploiting designers' skills and creativity. In this paper, it is demonstrated how KBE can be a suitable technology to help designers reducing time and cost for engineering applications by automating repetitive design tasks and supporting the systematic application of design best practices.
The inherent capabilities of KBE to integrate object-oriented rule-based design with parametric CAD have been exploited for developing the Multi Model Generator, an advanced aircraft modeling tools based on the concepts of High Level Primitives and Capability Modules. The HLPs, with their modular parametric structure, provide designers with the level of flexibility and robustness needed to model a large number of aircraft configurations and configurations variants, including novel concepts. The Capability Modules capture the process knowledge required to automate the typical preprocessing operations required to set up the different models for the various analysis tools.
In this paper, in particular it is shown how, using KBE, it is possible to win one of the greatest design challenges at date: automate the generation and modification of FE models, from geometry definition to the launch of the FE solver. Entire FE models of aircraft and aircraft components can be generated in batch and independently from the specific topology of the given aircraft and relative structural concept. The enabled use of advanced high fidelity analysis tools in the early stages of the design process is of paramount importance for an effective MDO approach. It increases the level of confidence in the evaluated characteristics of the designed product and, possibly, it is the only way to study innovative aircraft configurations, where semi empirical and statistics based methods do not work and going back to the first principle is the only way.
